Evaluation of mutual information and genetic programming for feature selection in QSAR.
Feature selection is a key step in Quantitative Structure Activity Relationship (QSAR) analysis. Chance correlations and multicollinearity are two major problems often encountered when attempting to find generalized QSAR models for use in drug design. Optimal QSAR models require an objective variable relevance analysis step for producing robust classifiers with low complexity and good predictive accuracy. Genetic algorithms coupled with information theoretic approaches such as mutual information have been used to find near-optimal solutions to such multicriteria optimization problems. In this paper, we describe a novel approach for analyzing QSAR data based on these methods. Our experiments with the Thrombin dataset, previously studied as part of the KDD (Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining) Cup 2001 demonstrate the feasibility of this approach. It has been found that it is important to take into account the data distribution, the rule "interestingness", and the need to look at more invariant and monotonic measures of feature selection.